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TOP PERFORMERS

NAME SCHOOL STATE CLASS POS HT WT NOTES

Jeremiah Holloman Newton GA 2017 WR 6'2 182

He always had a smile on his face accompanied with a great attitude. Holloman is a 
solid blocker with excellent release and attacks the ball in the air. He is the NFL type 
with soft hands. He was the State (GA) Triple Jump Champion with 49 ft and he 
currently holds 35 collegiate offers. 

Michael Harley St. Thomas Aquinas FL 2017 WR 5'9 155

Harley won the Gatorade G Award as the camp's MVP. He was the WR mvp in last 2 
camps I have seen him at. He is dynamite that comes in small package. He works 
hard and can get open against any defender or coverage. Harley has great escape 
techniques and currently holds 26 collegiate offers.

Dominick Blaylock Walton GA 2019 WR 6'0 170
Blaylock's big upside is he is a positive and productive young prospect. He catches 
the ball with his fingers and keeps it away from his body.  Blaylock can play boths 
sides of the ball but projects as a confident receiver.

J.D. Bertrand Blessed Trinity GA 2019 TE 6'2 205
Bertrand's body is solid, lean and tall. He has good body balance and excellent 
closing speed. Bertrand has good field presence with a high football IQ. He was 
effective on both sides of ball and plays with leverage.

Justin Gibbs Aquinas GA 2017 WR 6'2 200

Gibbs is a big play maker with a big frame to match. He was not afraid to go across 
the middle and he uses his size to his advantage against smaller defenders. Gibbs is 
very confident in his offensie skills and his hard work and determination drive him. 
He currently holds 17 collegiate offers.

Stavion Stevenson Cedar Shoals GA 2017 WR 6'3 211
I saw Stevenson at the Salem Game and then FBU camp. He has a height advantage 
that gives him leverage against smaller defenders. H.e makes plays and asks question 
on how to make him better. He currently holds 1 collegiate offer.

Isaiah Pryor IMG Academy FL 2017 DB 6'2 195

A U.S. Army All-American, Pryor was the defensive MVP at camp. He does not say 
much, instead keeps his head down and works hard at improving his craft. Pryor is a 
confident cover corner. Recruiters are looking for taller corner backs and he has that 
advantage. He's a future NFL'er with a good mental state. 

Derrik Allen Lassiter GA 2018 DB 6'2 206

Another U.S. Army All-American, Allen has long arms and is an instinctive football 
player. He showed good hips on the running the line drill in back peddle and brake on 
different angles. Allen is very physical; he will really hit you. He does a good job using 
his hands.

Michael Robertson Pace Academy GA 2020 WR 6'0 170
Robertson is athletic, graceful, and well-conditioned to play two of the most 
important skill positions on the field. He is the nephew of 5-star senior Demetris 
Robertson, an Army All-American who signed with Cal.

Jamyest Williams Grayson GA 2017 DB 5'9 180

Antoher FBU Atlanta regular, Williams is a dynamic football player that can play 
offense or defense on the next level. He will likely play defensive back but he could 
be an immediate star as a return man on special teams as well. Williams is an 
electrifying All-American and currently holds 43 collegiate offers.

Ryan Huff Cedar Shoals GA 2017 DB 6'1 187
Huff is long, rangy and a smart, confident football player. He has good instincts; 
always around the football because of his speed and quickness. He has a great 
reaction time. Although he holds 10 offers, he committed to Appalachian State.



D.J. Brown Creekside GA 2017 DB 5'11 175
Brown is super quick and excellent in the classroom. On the field, he has a high 
football IQ and shows good coverage with tackling skills. Brown is very productive 
and has a great reaction time. He holds 27 offers but has committed to Penn State.

Donte Burton Central Gwinnett GA 2018 DB 6'0 172
Burton does not blow coverages and is super skilled. He shows excellent technique 
and is very aggressive. Burton takes on blockers well and shows good escape ability 
and accerlates to the football. He is a solid tackler with good hips.

Kurt Taylor Newton GA 2017 RB 6'0 205

Taylor was my RB MVP and he won the Leadership Award for high school. He is big, 
strong and fast. He takes to coaching well and puts it in his productivity. Ball security 
is important to Taylor and he is ready for the next level. He's a verbal commit to 
Michigan, and regularly attends the FBU Atlanta Camp.

Steele Chambers Blessed Trinity GA 2019 RB 6'2 200
Chambers is a young running back, a regular at FBU. He may grow into a super LB. He 
is young, smooth and  likes to compete. Chambers shows good offensive skills and 
can adapt to the defensive side of the ball if needed.

Joe Burke Beach GA 2017 RB 6'0 212
Burke is a hard worker who shows good feet and catches the ball well out of the 
backfield. He is a good blocker and carries out fake well. Sometimes, Burke plays too 
fast and makes mistakes.

Harrison Bailey Marietta GA 2020 QB 6'3 185
Bailey, a FBU regular, was my QB MVP. He was very accurate, a great decision maker 
and a cannon for an arm. He has all the ability in the world and a strong work ethic. 
He was the B2C QB of the Year, and a starter in the FBU All-American Bowl.

Brady Turner Kell GA 2018 QB 6'0 177
I rated Turner the 2nd top quarterback. He was consistant, smart, hard working and 
takes coaching well. His best football is ahead.

Sean McGinn North Gwinnett GA 2017 OL 6'3 255
McGinn was the top OL at camp. He showed good balance and brings a punch with 
strong hand strike on the defender. McGinn moves feet on contact with a good, flat 
back stance. He has a lot of character and stays with the block.

Deontrey Hill Houston Co. GA 2018 OL 6'3 323
Hill showed long arms and good feet. He has good flexibility and brings a power 
punch on contact with defender. He uses his hands well and did a very good job of 
playing with leverage. Hill projects more as a guard at the next level.

Keiondre Jones Callaway GA 2019 OL 6'2 288
Jones is very powerful and forceable for a young offensive lineman. He is a player 
with big, strong hands and finishes his blocks and works hard to stay up on his blocks. 
He currently holds 6 collegiate offers. 

Chandler Hood North Gwinnett GA 2017 OL 6'0 254
Hood was one of the most consistent and steady blockers. He showed good strength 
but has a size issue. Hood stays with block and gets into the defender with his hands 
inside.
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